SECURITY SYSTEM NETWORKING

DIGI TRANSPORT® LR54 LTE-A ROUTER
Fast, stable and secure.

Security threats have everyone scrambling to protect both IT networks and physical property. Criminals may be craftier than
ever, but Digi has launched a secret weapon that makes it a fair fight: Digi TransPort LR54 is the fastest, most stable and secure
router available for security and access control networks.

Stronger Security Everywhere
Modern security systems produce data at a rate and volume that cause
ordinary routers to drag. When it comes to suspected security breaches,
there’s no time to lose.
Digi designed the TransPort LR54 router from the ground up to provide
peerless speed and connection integrity for multi-point security systems
that cover IP video, access control, and VOIP intercoms. This LTE-Advanced
router has the memory capacity to deliver glitch-proof video transfer, and
the processing horsepower to connect multiple devices. Digi TransPort LR54
keeps surveillance, access controls and alarms fast and dependable, for 24hour peace of mind.

Digi TransPort LR54
Performance Thrills
3 Enterprise security—fortified by

PCI-certified Digi Remote Manager®
and Digi TrustFence™

3 Rugged hardware—industrial-grade
aluminum housing, temperature
hardened to operate at -20° to 70° C

3 Maximum speed—LTE-Advanced

radio provides CAT6 speeds up to
300Mbps—2X the speed of current
CAT 3 LTE

3 Powerful and reliable Wi-Fi—
APPLICATION EXAMPLE
featuring dual 2.4 and 5GHz radios,
In situations where it is easier—and more secure—to “bring your own
with 802.11ac
network” rather than tapping into an existing network, Digi TransPort LR54
is a turnkey, simple solution...and it requires no land line.

Ideal for Autonomous Networks

Take it Outside

Digi TransPort LR54 is constructed with
a heavy-duty aluminum enclosure that
is sealed to withstand the elements,
and tough enough to ward off physical
intrusions. It provides thermal
protection that keeps this LTE-A router
running without fail in sub-zero winter
weather and searing summer heat.

www.digi.com/transportlr54

High Performance for
Security System Networking
Digi engineers used your security strategy as our roadmap.
Digi TransPort LR54 brings the full advantages of LTE-A to
your networks.

Expand Visual Coverage

See more by setting up multiple cameras across your location. Digi
makes it easier: you can network multiple cameras together over Wi-Fi,
and use Digi TransPort LR54 as the take-out gateway.

Extreme Network Security
Gain maximum security assurance through
Digi’s PCI-certified Digi Remote Manager,
firewall, built-in-VPN and 256 bit AES
encryption. Digi TrustFence device security
framework addresses common security
vulnerabilities of remote devices, from
authenticated boot and secure device access,
to user validation and data encryption.

Maintain Top Speeds
Digi uses gigabit Ethernet switches and gigabit Wi-Fi to eliminate the
bottlenecks that typically occur between high speed Wi-Fi and and
LTE-A routers.

Low Cost of Ownership
Digi TransPort LR54 is priced significantly lower than its competitors.
It carries a 3-year warranty. You’ll pay no annual software fees. Plus,
technical support is included at no charge.

Centralized Device Configuration
and Remote Management

LTE-A speed: 300 Mbps
2x faster than
conventional LTE in
real world testing

Digi Remote Manager gives administrators a single dashboard for
configuring and troubleshooting devices across multiple locations.
They will be able to analyze network performance and check
connectivity points at a glance.
CENTRAL MONITORING
APPLICATION

Automated Updates
Digi TransPort LR54 automatically “phones home” to Digi Remote
Manager to check for the newest firmware and to pull down any
unique configurations.

LTE-A / VPN

DIGI TRANSPORT® LR54

Cloud Security
Digi Remote Manager provides a centralized, scalable tool for ensuring
security across the entire network of remote devices. It is hosted in
SSAE-16 certified facilities.

Global Ready
Digi TransPort LR54 has a single, software-defined LTE radio that supports
carriers across North America and most European countries. Rather than
qualify and support multiple devices, Digi TransPort LR54 gives you a single
part number to cover two continents. And it comes pre-certified for Verizon
and AT&T networks.
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The Digi solution for security systems: Fast
and stable. Rugged and secure.

For more information about Digi TransPort LR54, visit www.digi.com/transportlr54
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